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In the past, proponents of demand-side management (DSM) followed a 'more is better' philosophy
without worrying too much about the accuracy of energy savings estimatess Indeed, energy savings
estimates of existing and potential DSM programs have varied widely"

However, the advent of incentives for utilities, coupled with reliance by utility planners on DSM as a
substitute for building new capacity, has reduced the level of uncertainty that different parties can accept
Consequently, efforts to accurately measure DSM impacts have increased substantially across the nation"
One of the most problematic aspects of impact estimation has been the concept of 'net-to-gross'"

In California a net-to-gross ratio is defmed as a way to account for 'what would have happened without
the program'" However, it is mainly applied to estimates of energy savings in order to account only for
'free-riders'" In the future, as measurement results appear, it will begin to include other risk factors not
previously accounted for, such as free-drivership, customer removal of efficient products after
installation, changes in energy use resulting from business expansion, etc 0

It is the position of this paper that it is time to discuss how the many factors that contribute to DSM
impact uncertainty should be explicitly dealt with in energy savings calculations 0 Issues affecting
unl~ertaUt1tv that are discussed in this paper include:

@ Free riders and free drivers 0

® Calculation of energy savings when there is no 'base-case', such as when a customer installs energy
efficient measures at the same time as a in business use"

@ Who should bear the risk of uncertainty impacts?
evaluation consultants?

1LIII.J,AAlI.J."-'...~~ ratepayers, program participants, or

Discussion of these issues is elaborated within the context of California's regulatory process, shareholder
value calculations, resource and internal utility electric resource planning.
The paper win include of the role risk factors play in actual evaluationss

Introduction

We are an evolution of the of net
It has been associated with gross

savings net of free More net savings
has been defmed as gross savings minus 'naturally

(Violette, et al. 1990).

The behind measurement of net savings is simpleo
It is the dream of aU measurement and evaluation profes
sionals to own a time machine" I The only way to get a
true of the effect of a DSM program is to measure
aU your customers for a year or two, then reverse the
clock" Now you can institute your program and send
customers through the same economic, demographic, and

climatological stimuli with the single addition of the DSM
program" A simple comparison of the two metered results
yields the effect due solely to the program"

The challenge facing the measurement and evaluation
professional is that the above is impossible" All efforts to
measure net savings are, of necessity, estimates of 'what
would have happened without the program'. There are
several components that make up the effect of a DSM
program, and several general methodologies that have
varying degrees of success at estimating these
components 0
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Other

It is our view that eventually net savings will operationally
be defined as measurement results times a net-to-gross
ratio. The net-to-gross ratio will include other factors not
accounted for in measurement and evaluation and could
eventually be termed the 'last adjustment factor' e Particu
larly in the context of shared savings schemes, the actual
numerical result that is used as this adjustment factor win
be determined as the result of a negotiated, regulatory or
political process. It will faU within a range that leaves the
parties comfortable with the result.

Net-to-gross should be viewed as the 'adjustment' factor
applied to estimates of a program's effectiveness that
accounts for our uncertainty about that estimate. The
choice of the appropriate net-to-gross estimate win depend
on how many of the individual components have already
been included in the savings estimate to be adjuste(L
Before beginning a discussion of the correct treatment of
uncertainty, we need to examine the components that com-

the estimate of a program and the factors
that contribute to our about whether that
estimate is the same as 'what due to the

~·nIIIA'1Irlri'l1"l!OW a discussion of the that Ar..-&_,..,. ...........c.

the program measurement,
this paper discusses the affect of measurement and evalua-
tion on either or

Components Comprising an
Estimate of Program Effects

Since we cannot wind back in order to measure the
true effects of a DSM program, we are forced to estimate
the factors that contribute to, or subtract program

Those factors that reduce or offset program
include:

Gross energy This is the difference between
a cllstonler's usage before in the DSM
program and their energy use the first fun year after

all other The
emptU:1SIS IS as wiH be more
below~

Persistence. This is a measure of how the energy
difference will last. ·Usually program imple

menters assume that deterioration of energy efficient
eQ1.HPJt11e][lt p,araHejlS that of standard i.e., is
the same as measure life~

Measure Life. The life of the eCHUPInerlt.
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Free Drivers.. Free drivers are people who installed
energy efficiency measures without participating in the
program, but who were influenced by the program's
existence. There is at least anecdotal evidence that the
impact of free drivers can be substantial.2

There are also components that reduce program .........,,"' ... ,... ... 
These include:

Rebound. Often a customer win capture some of their
financial savings from reduced energy consumption
enhancing their of life. For
residential customers insulate their homes"
reduce the size of the savings
their thermostats ..

Free Riders. Free riders are those who
would have implemented energy savings decisions
without the existence of the program.. This is the
component most confused with the term
net-to-gross. In fact it is only one of the
111"'--'019"1-01ll1I41t" SUf'fOtlnCllng estimation of program effects.

There are also factors that can either increase or decrease
program but that at the least win confound meas-
urement efforts. These are not but
are factors that affect energy use and that inde-
pelt1dt~ntJlV of the program. include:

at the Site.. It is not uncommon,
nonresidential sector" for energy

efficient Im:orc~vements to occur while the customer is
such as or

Behavioral Effects. Customers may change their
normal such as failing to replace burnt-out

because a retrofit is scheduled.

External Effects. Other factors such as weather or
economic or downturns can affect energy use
independently of an energy efficiency program.

Next we win address the effect the measurement has on
the being measured ..

How Measurement Techniques
Influence Measurement Results

All measurement and evaluation methodologies the
time machine as mentioned in the introduction) win have
drawbacks. Some measurement methods are very good at

some program but not others. Other
methods can measure program impacts, but cannot



separate them from factors simultaneously measured .. For
example:

have been unable to purchase the equipment without
the program's effect on the markeL In fact, they are
not free riders at aIL

and win measure the
impacts of energy efficient measures and will include
the effects of rebound, but win not be able to separate
the two. In addition, for some measures (like lighting)
metering might underestimate usage before the retrofit
(because the customer has put off replacing burnt-out
bulbs prior to retrofit) and overestimate usage after
the retrofit (because more than the normal number of
bulbs are working). Program savings are therefore
underestimated.

Metering and billing analysis also fail to correct!y
measure savings if the retrofit takes place during
remodelling. In both cases, there is no appropriate
pre-retrofit usage to apply as a base case. Conse
quently, when a customer remodels concurrent with
installation of energy efficient equipment, no true
before/after comparison is possible with 'real time'
devices such as meters.

The above examples are not intended to exhaust the dis
cussion of strengths and weaknesses of different
measurement techniques.. What we want to demonstrate is
the complexity of measuring net savings and the impossi
bility of arriving at a detailed definition of net-to-gross
that could apply to all programs~

In general, the net-to-gross number by which a program's
estimated results are increased or decreased should include
all components of uncertainty that are not specifically
addressed in the estimated results. In some cases, this will
depend on the measurement method used to estimate
program impacts. In other cases, where program savings
are pre-determined by engineering estimates, the net-to
gross number will include those components not included
in the engineering estimates.

Who Should B'ear the Risk?

Before coming to recommendations about how one should
reSl00fld to in measurement and evaluation of
program impact savings, one more factor needs to be
considered about now, we hope that the
reader recognizes that measurement of aU the
components affecting program impacts is extremely diffi
cult We are left with the dilemma that even though we

to estimate the separate of program
we cannot eliminate uncertainty.

A good question to ask ourselves at this is: fWhat
are the consequences of this remaining uncertainty?' Can
didates include utility shareholders, ratepayers, and future

customers. Before addressing this question, how
ever, we need to clanfy that the cost of uncertainty in
some cases is different from the cost of uncertainty in
other cases. For example, program impacts need to be
known to an exactitude sufficient to promote correct
decision making.

Customer surveys of paJ~tlClpa.ntsand no:np~lrt]lCn)ants

can be used to free and free driver-
it has been that _... ~...",~,."~_#">, ..... f-",,

.IL"'J .......'JI.'1l.AAJlifiio, back on their decision process,
tend to overestimate their desire to install energy
efficient On the other surveys of
vendors and manufacturers could have the
effect aware that their sales increase
a energy incentive program, could tend to
underestimate the number of who would have
DUJrchase~d energy efficient anyway.

~111i!nleernll1! Estimates do not have the nr('.hlr~m~

a non-existent base case that
<:U'Hllh.1C'1C' may have. The enj:!mleerUli!

hYl001thetlc;al base case. On the other
models will not, on their own, estimate

rebound effects. Nor win models .....I .....~f-~ifo".

between manufacturers estimates of
e(UUPlrnelrlt e:til(~lellCV and true A'II"'II.Q'W"lI),f1r'llnl e:ttl(~le)lCV

Free drivers are much harder to especially
when a new is rebated. The
program affects market movement and product availa-

Some would not have been able
to without the program, yet, when

customers cannot reveal this fact Non
pa]rtlc~lP~mtS'l whose purchasing behavior was affected

the program, could correctly report that they never
heard of the rebate program. Also, some program

who are identi tied as free riders might

For electric resource planners, the degree of uncertainty
must promote adding necessary additional power and not
adding unnecessary additional power. Supply side deci
sions can have a long lead time, which complicates the
decision. On the other hand, long term planning on
PG&E's 20,000 MW system can't even see effects
smaller than 25 to 50 MW. It isn't at aU difficult to
estimate program impacts to within 25 MW.

When a utility is some sort of incentive to invest
in energy efficiency, there could be a perception that

How Should We Treat Factors (;O,ntflDLJftinlll to



program impacts must be much more exact. After aU,
when ratepayer dollars are used to reward shareholders,
the tendency is to micromanage calculation of the'correct'
amount. In reality, the appropriate degree of accuracy is
that which promotes correct decision making. The share
holder incentive must be accurate enough to promote
energy efficiency when that is the 'best' investment
decision.

Probably almost everywhere today a substantial amount of
cost-effective energy efficiency is the 'best' investment
decision for utilities. It would be very hard to over
stimulate investment in energy efficiency by utilities. On
the other hand, consistent over- or underestimation of
program impacts could easily lead to incorrect decisions
and installation of unnecessary supply-side resources.

One clear choice is to target the shareholder as the entity
to bear the risk of uncertainty. This would argue for con
sistently conservative interpretations of estimates of the
components contributing to program impacts. As indicated
above, however, there is a cost. It is important to recog
nize that in a desire not to overpay the shareholder, we
must not incorrectly characterize programs or measures as
not cost effective.

Our focus in this paper is uncertainty surrounding meas
urement and evaluation of DSM impacts. There are many
other issues that are not included here, but we win
mention that similar (and in some cases worse) issues
surround uncertainty of supply-side resources. There are
three possible outcomes of misjudging the appropriate
investment in DSM:

1) There is an over-investment in DSM and the DSM
performs as This will result in excess
capacity. Generally, bear the costs of
excess catJacttv

The DSM does not deliver as expected. This win
result in a shortfall and the necessity for a crash

program. It is not clear whether ratepayers or
shareholders win bear the costs in this situation.

3) There is an under-investment in DSM. The consequent
over-investment in supply win mean higher rates. If
the construction has passed a prudency

then the ratepayer will bear the costs in this
situation.

ncertainty and Net-To- ross

The link between uncertainty and net-to-gross is in
changing net-to-gross into the 'last adjustment factor'
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discussed above. Specifically, we mean the incorporation
of all factors that contribute to uncertainty into a 'fmal
adjustment factor'. This final adjustment win be the result
of a political process played out in the regulatory arena
where utilities win be representing the interests of the
shareholders, the regulators win be representing the
interests of ratepayers and the interveners will be repre
senting their own interests. The final adjustment factor
will be litigated in an arena where the result will represent
the appropriate slice that divides the risk of uncertainty
between the parties.

Some of the following conclusions are obvious and others
win be disputed. We, of course, invite comment This
paper is not intended to represent a crystallization of the
uncertainty issue. We want to spark a more complete dis
cussion than has heretofore been popular, to clear up
some persistent misunderstandings, and to bring some
structure to the debate. In furtherance of these goals, we
suggest the following:

1) Stop using a net-to-gross ratio as if it only corrected
for free riders. There are many components that affect
program impact estimates and free ridership is only
one of them. component not included in the esti
mate must be included in the net-to-gross ratio or
'final adjustment factor'. This leads us to:

2) Whenever conducting measurement and evaluation of
program impacts, or when estimating program savings
for another purpose (program planning, calculation of
shareholder incentives, etc.), be quite clear about
which components are being included, and which
much stiB be accounted for. This of course means:

3) AU program planners, program evaluators, regulators,
and other professionals engaged in estimating program
impacts become familiar with the components
that affect estimation of program impacts. Further:

An program planners, program evaluators, regulators,
and other professionals engaged in estimating program
impacts must be familiar with the measurement tools
available to estimate the above components. Espe
cially, professionals must understand what components
a given measurement method will measure, what
components a given method win not measure, and
what components a method will measure but will not
be able to separate from other effects. Finally,

5) Almost all program estimation is sufficient for utility
long-term planning decisions, at least for the next
5 - 10 years, and:



6) For other purposes, it is probably best to be slightly
conservative when estimating program impacts. How
ever, it is important to recognize that consistent
underestimation of program impacts has a cost. This is
especially true for those programs that do not clearly
have a benefit-cost ratio of over 1.0.

Endnotes

1. The authors are grateful to David Goldstein of NRDC
for the time machine metaphor"

2.. Retailers in PG&E's service territory say that during
our residential refrigerator rebate program, near}y all
the floor models qualify for the rebate. Almost all
customers purchasing a refrigerator during the
program will buy an energy efficient model, whether
or not they receive the rebate.

3. A recent study by PG&E (PG&E 1992) gathered con
tradictory evidence from participants that indicates an
overestimate of free-ridership.
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